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For some polynomials P(x), find the number of zeroes of P
ofY=P(x).
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Express 140 as a product of its Prime factors.
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SECTION- A
Question Numbers 1 to 10 carry 01 mark each.
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vork only on the last pages of the question-ci m answer booklet
else.
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Do all rough1
and nowhere

Answers of the questions must be in the context of the insti
therein.

Only sketches are to be given in the answers of constructio
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All questions are compulsory.
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This question paper consists of 30 questions divided into fo
and D. Section A contains 10 questions of 1 mark each, Seqtion B
questions of 2 marks each, Section C contains 10 questions
and Section D contains 5 questions of 6 marks each.
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-3Tf(axis)

Find LCM of 6 and 20 by the prime factorization method
fcrftr ^r LCM11.   6 3ft? 2 0 cf5T  3T

SECTION- B
Question Numbers 11 to 15 cany 02 marks each.

0 2 3Tcf5t1 5  cTcJ51 1

(Upper limits)

Y- 3T^r(axis)

foRTcI5T  tiled

The probability of an event that is certain to happen is -

1 0.  ^ftft  fcTGT   ^TTZ dl?ul

Name the ogive given below.

9.

8.   1^^ ^tI   <^x1 cpt  -d-M?f  <7fTT  eld cjft   Icbclc) |gi^ m?

How many points a tangent to a circle intersects ?

CB

3 cm^

^ DE||BC^t  eft   EC^TTcT
In given figure DE11 BC, find EC.

1.5
D

Write the area of quadrant of circle of diameter d.

Write the common difference of an AP : 6,9,12,15,
: 6,9,12,15

7.

6.

5.

cot25

tan 65

Check whether x2 - 2x = (-2)(3 - x) is a quadratic equation

(Evaluate) :A.

x2 - 2x = (-2)(3 — x)3.   oTTrT
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The 17st term of an A.P exceeds its 10th term by 7. Find th
difference.

7 3iferc]7cjf9.

f^rfer
(Solve by Graphical Method)

y = 2x-2,

y = 4x-4

1 8.

= \5

xy
Sx+7y

xy

^5

(Solve):

Prove that V5 is irrational number.

Use Euclid's division algorithm to find the HCF of 867 anc
3jeicTT  (OR)

SECTION- C
Question Numbers 16 to 25 carry 03 marks each.

1 6.  <ujch^  fcmi^dd Ue*>r)^e3T c|5T  U^f^^JT  cj>^ 8 6 7

0 3 3Tcf^f cJ5T2 516

Prove that the lengths of tangents drawn from an external p
equal.

*i
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oll^J

= — ft eft SinA

Given sec^ = — Calculate SinA.
12

if OA.OB^OC.OD %i
1^ ZA = ZC 3?^^r  ZB = ZDt\

111 fig. OA.OB=OC.OD
Show that ZA = ZC and ZB = ZD

1 2.  Uc^^   l^tiid gi^ljc;  ^TTcT cb|]6iU, luRlc^ ^^c^ijcbl W

^^ jTC)T   wmmm ^JI I ^-1/^JJ  I

Find a quadratic polynomial in which the sum and product
and 2 respectively.
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(71= 3.14 cf>T ^J3TPJT  c^lf^iy) |

A chord of a circle of radius 10cm subtends a right angle
the area of minor segment (use ti= 3.14)

25.  10

? (ii) ^ner ^f^ft ? (iii)
A bag contains a red ball, a blue ball and a yellow ball, all
the same size. Kritika takes out a ball from the bag withou
What is the probability that she take out the (i) yellow ball
(iii) not blue ball ?

cTcf5Tcfft  ^ I  cpfcI^cf5

Construct a tangent to a circle of radius 4 cm from a point
circle of radius 6cm.

24.

Draw a triangle ABC with side BC= 6cm, AB= 5cm an
construct a triangle whose sides are 3A of the correspo
triangle ABC.

3jejcTT (OR)
4 cm Bicniii p^ TZP5 ^tt p^ 6 cm B^o^rr ^ x?P5

p1

ABC
JJ^fS   f^T^TSf   cft

3/4

AB = 5cm, BC= 6cm

M-1, 7)
2:3 c   31^,Mld ^ fp3-llioid

Find the co-ordinates of the point which divides the join of
in the ratio 2:3 .

3TercTT  (OR)
K P5T PTTSf IJITcT P^lf^y ^fp fp^ A(2, 3), B(4, K) 3ff^
Find the value of K if the points A(2, 3), B(4, K) and C(6, •

23.

22.

Find the point on the x-axis which is equidistant from (2, -

^ft  {i,  -5) 3ff^ (-22 1.  X 3f^T

= Sec A + tan A
1-sinT .

t + sin A

(Prove that):2 O.  f^Tq^

3TeicTT  (OR)
fc^^c^t A.P ^ p^rar  14 pp! p^f ^^Di 1050 ^ c^
1 O ^ eft 2 OPT PP ^TTcT cfDl^riy I

In the sum of the first 14 term of an A.P. is 1050 and its firs
the 20th term.
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Prove that in a right angle triangle, the square of the hypo
sum of the square of the other two sides.

2 8.

The poles of equal heights are standing opposite each othe
the road, which is 80m wide from a point between them 01
angles of the top of the poles are 60 and 30, respectively
the poles and the distances of the point from the poles.

cit
3060

80m

A 1.5m tall boy is standing at some distance from a 30m U
angle of elevations from his eyes to the top of the building
and 60 as he walks towards the building. Find the the dist
towards the building.

3TeTcTT (OR)

603 0

Find two consecutive positive integers, sum of whose squa

2 7.  1.5m cferr  Tl^ cis^>i   30m

etci5  o 6

SECTION- D
Question Numbers 26 to 30 carry 06 marks each.

fgrarcT ^U^flcD^^i 2x2-6x+3=0 c^ Rifcitr>c^>

Find out discriminant, nature of roots and root, using binoi
quadratic equation 2x2-6x+3=0.

3Tercrr (OR)

30 cTcJ526

7cm
\

AB and CD are respectively arcs of two concentric circles
7cm at centre o. If ZAOB = 30, find the area of the shaded

: <^t
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i^^^i3fT 21cm 3?^^ 7cm
ZAOB = 30 ^ eft
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0-90   90-100
10-20  20-30  30-4-0  4-0-50   50-60   6O-7O   70-80

Class
Interval

Frequency

Find the mean of the following data.

3TercJT (OR)

8i4i00

6 I

70-8|5

6

55-70

7

40-55

3

25-40

2

1 0-25

silTioilx^dl
(Frequency)

cHlf 3TCTCTCT

(Class
interval)

(Find the mode of thl following data) :

A fez, the cap used by the Turks, is shaped like the frustum of a bone. If its
radius on the open side is 10 cm, radius at the upper base i^ 4 cmjapd its slant
height is 15 cm, Find the area of material used for making ii

3 0.

4cm^i 10cm ^,
15cm ^^ eft

1 cm

A solid in the shape of a cone standing on a hemisphere \^ith bcjtlji their radii
being equal to lcm and the height of the cone is equal to |ts radji^s. Find the
volume of the solid in terms of n.

3TercTT (OR)

cft
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